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Abstract
This paper describes and develops a fast and accurate algorithm that computes the field of values
boundary curve for every conceivable complex square matrix A, i.e., for matrices with or without
repeated eigenvalues and with or without Jordan block structures. It relies on a matrix flow decom-
position method that finds the coarsest block diagonal flow representation for the hermitean matrix
flow HK(t) = cos(t)H + sin(t)K. Here HK(t) is a 1-parameter varying linear combination of the
real and skew part matrices H = (A + A∗)/2 and K = (A − A∗)/(2i) of A. For decomposing
flows HK(t), the algorithm decomposes the given dense matrix A conformally into diagonal blocks
as HK in U∗AU = diag(Aj) for a unitary matrix U . It then computes the field of values bound-
aries separately for each diagonal block Aj using the fast ZNN parameter varying flow eigenvalue
method. Finally it saves the convex hull of all intermediate field of values boundary curves in or-
der to plot the field of values of A properly. The algorithm removes standard restrictions for path
following FoV methods that generally cannot deal with decomposing matrices A due to possible
eigencurve crossings for such A. Tests and numerical comparisons are included.
Keywords : field of values, matrix flow, 1-parameter varying matrices, decomposable matrix,
numerical algorithm, block diagonal matrix
AMS Classifications : 15A99, 15B99, 65F99
1 Introduction
This paper applies the elementary matrix flow decomposition algorithm of [7] to the matrix field of values (FoV)
problem for both indecomposable A and decomposing matrices A ∈ Cn,n when the FoV problem is almost in-
tractable. The new approach shows how to compute the FoV accurately, efficiently and very simply for derogatory
matrices with repeated eigenvalues and involved Jordan structures.
Building on Bendixon rectangles [1] from 1902 that contain the field of values of a matrix, Johnson [3] in 1978
established an eigenvalue method to find the boundary curve of the field of values
F (A) = {x∗Ax | x ∈ Cn, ‖x‖2 = 1} ⊂ C
for any square matrices A ∈ Cn,n. The hermitean and skew parts
H = (A+A∗)/2 = H∗ and K = (A−A∗)/(2i) = K∗ ∈ Cn,n
of A with A = H + iK generate the 1-parameter hermitean matrix flow
HKA(t) = cos(t)H + sin(t)K = (HKA(t))
∗ ∈ Cn,n for angles 0 ≤ t ≤ 2pi . (1)
The normalized eigenvectors x for the largest and smallest eigenvalues of each HKA(t) determine two ∂F (A)
boundary points via the quadratic form x∗Ax ∈ C and two ∂F (A) tangents.
It is well understood that the field of values of a square complex matrix A is convex. Moreover the FoV of a
decomposing matrix An,n = blockdiag(A1, A2) is the convex hull of the FoVs of its blocks A1, A2.
The results of Hund [2] and von Neumann and Wigner [5] from the 1920s deal with eigencurve crossings of 1-
parameter hermitean matrix flows. Such eigencurve crossings are only possible for decomposing hermitean matrix
flows. If HKA(t) is decomposable this makes A itself block-diagonalizable with the identical block pattern. The
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matrix flow HKA(t) can easily be tested for decomposability via the decomposition algorithm in [7]. Possible
eigencurve crossings and potential ’lead changes’ in the extreme eigenvalue curves make path following and ho-
motopy methods for the matrix FoV problem prone to grave errors for decomposing matrices A when they rely on
Johnson’s idea of eigenanalyses of HKA and subsequent eigenvector quadratic form evaluations x∗Ax.
Decomposing matrices A ∈ Cn,n with eigencurve crossings or repeated eigenvalues in their associated HKA(t)
hermitean matrix flows are currently best served by constructing their FoV by using Matlab’s eig function
to find the eigenvectors x of the extreme eigenvalues of HKA(t) as t goes from 0 to 2pi and then evaluating
x∗Ax ∈ ∂F (A). But this basic method does not take advantage of the ’divide and conquer’ savings available for
decomposable matrices A such as when using the ZNN based eigendata method of [6].
Now is the time to move the state-of-the-art for FoV and matrix computations ahead.
Loisel and Maxwell [4] have recently looked in detail at eigencurve crossing events and their detection and ef-
fects on IVP ODE path following methods for constructing FoVs of decomposable general complex matrices A.
They have looked at three different types of troublesome matrices. For only for one of these types were they able
to solve the FoV problem accurately and speedily via IVP ODE mehtods, see [4, Algorithm 6.1 and p. 1733 - 1743].
In this paper we apply the results of [7] to try and find a block-diagonal structure for a given general matrix A that
conforms withA’s real and skew partsH andK and their block decompositions. We achieve this via twoHKA(ta)
and HKA(tb) samples for ta 6= tb. The decomposability check is fast and elementary and it works universally for
any complex matrix A. In fact, it does not depend on the eigenstructure of A at all as it derives solely from the
properties of the hermitean flow HKA(t). And irrespective of whether A is decomposable or not, we then create
its field of values boundary curve ∂F (A) by using the fast ZNN method [6] for each individual diagonal block of
a uniform block diagonalization of HKA(t) using Johnson’s [3] eigendata results.
2 Theory
Here are some necessary results that make our algorithm easy to understand.
Theorem 1 :
For An,n ∈ Cn,n and its hermitean and skew parts H = (A+ A∗)/2 = H∗ and K = (A− A∗)/(2i) = K∗ the
following hold:
(a) The matrix An,n is transformed by a unitary similarity V ∗... V to block diagonal form diag(A1, ..., Ak) with
blocks of sizes ni if and only if both H and K are transformed to block diagonal matrices diag(H1, ...,Hk) and
diag(K1, ...,Kk), respectively, with blocks of sizes ni by the same unitary similarity V ∗... V .
(b) The hermitean matrix flow HKA(t) = cos(t)H + sin(t)K = (HKA(t))∗ is transformed to block diagonal
form diag(HK1, ...,HKm) with block sizes ni via a unitary similarity V ∗... V if and only if the complex matrix
A = H + iK is block diagonalized by the same unitary similarity V ∗... V into m diagonal blocks Ai of sizes ni.
Proof : (a) Note that V ∗AV = diag(A1, ..., Ak) and V ∗A∗V share the same diagonal block structure and hence
V ∗(A+A∗)V and V ∗(A−A∗)V do and therefore V ∗HV and also V ∗KV do.
(b) Clearly HKA(0) = H and HKA(pi/2) = K by construction of HKA. Since HKA(t) is hermitean, Theorem
1 of [7] gives V ∗HV and V ∗KV the identical diagonal block structure and hence A = H + iK shares this block
structure, too. The converse is obvious. 2
Next we develop some theoretical bounds on the accelerations that a known block diagonalization of a matrixAn,n
gives us for O(n3) computing processes with A. If A cannot be unitarily block reduced at all, then its processing
requires the full O(n3) effort. If at the other extreme, A can be diagonalized into 1 by 1 diagonal blocks then
the respective O(n3) process would take O(n) effort or even less after diagonalization. What happens in between
these extremes?
To understand the possible speed up for decomposable matrices in O(n3) processes we look at the maximal block
size 1 ≤ m ≤ n of a given matrix An,n after its block sizes were computed via decHKflowFoV.m in [9]. If
A has all 1 by 1 diagonal blocks apart from its one m-dimensional block, then the full O(n3) process becomes
one of smaller complexity O(m3) = (m/n)3O(n3) or O(m3) = α3O(n3) with 0 < α = m/n < 1 as the
one-dimensional blocks require almost no work. This is the best possible scenario when the largest block diagonal
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dimension of An,n is m.
The worst operations savings scenario happens when the block diagonalization of A has [n/m] blocks of equal
size m and only one smaller sized one so that all block dimensions add up to n, the size of An,n. Here [...] denotes
the greatest integer function. Until m = n/2 there are always [n/m] maximal size m blocks. Thus for m ≤ n/2
the total operations cost of dealing with [n/m] size m blocks is around n/m · O(m3) = n/m · (m/n)3O(n3) =
(m/n)2O(n3) = α2O(n3) operations for α = m/n ≤ 1. If m > n/2 is the size of the largest diagonal
block for A, then in this ’worst case’ there would be just one additional block of size n − m < m resulting in
O(m3) + O(n − m)3 necessary operations. Below is a graph of the extreme bounds for the operations cost for
a matrix that decomposes into diagonal blocks of maximal size m. This graph describes the situation in terms of
0 < α = m/n ≤ 1.
Figure 1
The largest gap between possible FoV operations counts for decomposable matrices of varying maximal block
dimensions m occurs at α = m/n = 0.5 or when m = n/2 in Figure 1. The theoretical savings then are between
87.5 % and 75 % from the full O(n3) effort for m = n or α = 1. This holds for all n and can be read off Figure 1.
3 The Algorithm
Our algorithm starts with searching for a unitary block diagonalization U∗AU for a given dense matrix An,n via a
block decomposition of the related hermitean matrix flow HKA(t) = cos(t)H + sin(t)K with H = (A+A∗)/2
and K = (A − A∗)/(2i). Block decompositions of matrix flows are the subject of [7]. If a block diagonal-
ization U∗AU of A can be achieved in decHKflowFoV.m (available in [9]) then we use an evolved version
FOVZNN4 5aeigshortFoV2.m (ibidem) of the ZNN based FoV boundary curve algorithm from [6] to plot
U∗AU ’s FoV boundary curve from the individual diagonal blocks A˜j of U∗AU . Note that F (U∗AU) = F (A)
for all unitary matrices U = U∗ ∈ Cn,n and all A ∈ Cn,n.
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Ours is an unusual approach here. Recall that Francis’ QR algorithm and Matlab’s eig m-file ’diagonalize’ every
complex matrix A by finding a non-singular ’eigenvector matrix’ V and a diagonal ’eigenvalue matrix’ D so that
A · V ≈ V · D, i.e., solving an adjacent problem in a backward stable way. We find a unitary U and a block
diagonal matrix representation A˜ for any complex matrix A instead, so that A · U ≈ U · A˜. In order to find the
static matrix A’s FoV more efficiently via ’divide and conquer’ methods, we rely on our knowledge of matrix flow
decompositions for the related hermitean flow HKA(t). Thus parameter-varying matrix methods help us greatly
to plot fields of values of static matrices A that decompose. In fact matrix decompositions of parameter-varying
matrix flows enable us now to use fast eigencurve path following methods such as ZNN without concern for eigen-
crossings. Remember the impossibility of eigencurves crossing for indecomposable hermitean matrix flows due to
Hund and von Neumann and Wigner [2, 5]. There are no eigencurve crossings in any undecomposable diagonal
block A˜j of U∗AU .
Our main code FOVZNN4 5aeigshortFoV2.m first checks on unitary decomposability of A and then cycles
through each diagonal block A˜j in turn if A is decomposable in the following sequence: Each diagonal A˜j block
is checked first for normalcy. If normal, the FoV of A˜j is the convex hull of A˜j’s eigenvalues. And we add these
eigenvalues to the depository of boundary FoV points. If not normal, the algorithm computes the FoV of A˜j via
ZNN and the convergent look-ahead finite difference formula 4 5. It then adds the computed FoV boundary points
for A˜j to the depository of ∂F (A) points. Upon termination for all individual blocks and their FoVs, our algorithm
uses the convex hull algorithm in Matlab to find and plot the convex hull points and draws the FoV boundary curve
for A if desired (zeich = 1). The finite difference formula 4 5 has a truncation error of order O(τ6) and we use
τ = 0.0002 and η = 240 throughout to achieve 15 accurate digits for all FoV boundary points.
4 Computations and Comparisons
Here we restrict our experiments to n = 250 and vary the maximal diagonal block size of our test matricesA250,250
from m = 10, 40, 80, 120, 180 to m = n = 250. For m = 10 for example, we construct a random entry block
diagonal matrix A with 15 blocks of size m = 10, 10 blocks of size m = 8, and 5 blocks of size m = 4.
Then we obscure the block structure of A by making A dense via a randomized 250 by 250 unitary similarity.
Thereafter we retrieve the original block structure via two HKA(...) sample matrices from the hermitean matrix
flow HKA(t) in decHKflowFoV.m as explained earlier and in [7]. Once we have established the block structure
ofA numerically, we use an adapted version of our ZNN eigencode from [6] to evaluate the eigendata and ∂F (Aj)
points of each diagonal block Aj separately. Finally the built-in convhull function of Matlab selects the FoV
boundary points for A itself. Figure 2 shows 30 individual block FoV curves for A. To plot the FoV boundary
graph for A, our method used 31,426 points out of 942,810 computed partial FoV boundary curve points and the
whole process takes 39 seconds of CPU time for n = 250 and m = 10. Using the standard Johnson type Matlab
eig based method takes 89 sec. This standard eig based process wber3FoV2.m in [9] computes 32.427 ∂F (A)
points and results in a FoV boundary curve whose point coordinates agree everywhere in their leading 15 digits
with those that we have computed via ZNN. Figure 3 shows the block diagonalization 0-1 pattern for HKA(t) and
Figure 4 depicts the computed ∂F (A) curve for this example.
A table with run times for increasing maximal diagonal block dimensionsm and fixed dimension n = 250 forAn,n
is below. For relatively small maximal block dimensionsm < n/3 we have separated the complete data generating
and plotting CPU times (39 sec) and the data acquisition time (22 sec) to show that graphing 30 individual FoV
boundary curves takes around 44 % of the total CPU time when m = n/25 = 10 is relatively small.
None of the run times for the ZNN method reflect the theoretical savings for block decomposable matrices A that
should be available from Figure 1. But note that the fully compiled version of Matlab’s eig function always uses
5 processor cores while our FOVZNN4 5aeigshortFoV2.m and decHKflowFoV.m m-files can only use 1
core. This might make our universal ZNN FoV method run 5 times more slowly than if it were compiled.
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n = 250 Maximal diagonal block size m
Method 10 40 80 120 180 250
adapted block ZNN 39 || 22 sec 20 || 18 sec 22 || 21 sec 29 sec 39 sec 63 sec
with || without
block FoV plots
Johnson eig based 89 sec 86 sec 88 sec 89 sec 85 sec 87 sec
For decomposable matrices A250,250 with maximal block sizes m < n/3 our ZNN based method is more than 4
times faster than Johnson’s standard eig based standard method. This advantage decreases once m ≥ n/2. The
run time data for both methods when m = n = 250 coincides with that found for this dimensions in [6] if we
account for the 50 to 30% speedup from a new processor with faster RAM that we were able to use here.
All programs and computational tests were run on a MacBook Pro from 2019 with 16 Gb RAM and 2133 MHz
memory and an Intel core i5 under MATLAB R2020a.
Figure 2 (Showing all 30 diagonal block FoV boundaries)
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Figure 3 (Showing the retrieved block diagonal structure of HK(tb), and thus of A)
Figure 4 (FoV boundary curve of a decomposing matrix A250,250 with maximal block dimension 10,
i.e., the convex hull of the partial FoV curves in Figure 2)
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Finally, in [4] the ODE path following method took 404 seconds to find the ∂F (A) data when A is 250 by 250 on
an unidentified platform.
5 Outlook
Charlie Johnson [3] may or may not have realized four decades ago that his use of Bendixson rectangles [1] for the
field of values problem of a fixed static matrix A had changed the problem fundamentally into a parameter varying
matrix flow problem when evaluating the extreme eigenvalues x of the derived hermitean flow matrix HK(t) and
recording the eigenvector actions x∗Ax as ∂F (A) curve points in C. Time or parameter varying matrix flows were
not part of the Linear Algebra canon of knowledge then. And even today they have only been studied and used
in the engineering world and are literally unknown to numerical analysts and matrix theoreticians. There are well
over 300 papers in engineering journals on ZNN and RNN time varying methods for matrix flows, as well as a
handful of books on this new matrix subject.
Loisel and Maxwell [4] had searched for ways to deal with the FoV problem for general decomposing matrices
and found certain seemingly natural limitations of IVP ODE path finding FoV solvers. Their observations in [4,
last sentence on p. 1743] on this issue end in
”These limitations to our analysis are to be expected: even for the problem of computing eigenvalues, state-of-the-
art eigenvalue solvers fail for some matrices.”
Yes, our current state-of-the art matrix eigensolvers such as Francis multishift implicit QR for static matrices A
generally fail due to similar limitations as path following FoV methods fail for general static, fixed matrices A.
Yet simple parameter varying matrix flow ideas and time-varying matrix eigen algorithms have helped us here to
resolve these well documented limitations so that we now can compute general static matrix FoVs for all types of
square matrices – accurately and efficiently.
Maybe the new Linear Algebra field of time-varying matrix flows can also help us gain deeper insights and under-
standings for different classic static matrix problems, concepts, and methods. I hope.
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